
“Public speaking is a necessary skill. 
It will last you 50 to 60 years. 

It will be your asset or your liability.” 
                                                                      Warren Buffett 

Workshop led by TheCoach

Mastering Practical Presentation



Objectives of workshop 

Discover individual strengths, manage 

individual weaknesses 

Learn how to prepare presentation 

Learn presentation skills 

Practice and apply what are learned

Uniqueness of workshop 

Help you to present “better in your own style” 

Focus on how to orgainize thoughts, design  

& structure contents, and deliver presentation 

Practice one step at a time 

Provide individual feedback in each step 

Learn from VDO clips of “best & bad 

practices” of world class presenters

Workshop led by TheCoach

Facilitate the workshop with  

The Bestseller regarding presentation skills 

(written from the contents of this workshop)

Workshop led by

Chairat Wongjindanon 

The First Presentations Coach in Thailand 

 Chairat is executive coach who specializes in presentation and strengths-based coaching.  

He provides executive coaching service (1-on-1 and small group) under brand TheCoach with 

prior experience in sales and marketing management for multinational companies such as Nestle 

and L’Oreal. Chairat is also co-author of “Mastering Practical Presentation” (พรีเซนต์ขั้นเทพ). 
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Examples of comments from participants 

“I have attended various presentation courses, this is the most practical one.” 

“Very useful as, for the first time, I know what my strengths are and how to manage weaknesses”  

“When I was asked what my audiences expected from my presentation, I knew I had to redo the whole thing.”  

“I found out that I was wrong to put everything I wanted to say in the slides” 

“Seeing good and bad examples really helps me to improve myself.” 

“I worked on presentations based on experiences, now I understand core principles of successful presentations.”

Topics 
1. Introduction:  Why is good presentation skills an asset? 

2. Design ABC:  Design and structure presentation like a pro 

3. Slide:  How to develop effective slides 

4. Bridging:  Slides bridging technique 

5. Preparation:  How to professionally prepare and rehearse presentation 

6. Body Language and Tone of Voice:  Professional techniques in presentation delivery 

7. Eye Contact:  Secrets of eye contact in presentation

Workshop features 

Period:   2.5 days (0.5 day + 2 days) 

     0.5 day for video recording of current presentation 

     2 days for workshop 

Participants:  Maximum 12 persons per workshop 

Cost:   225,000 Baht per workshop (excluding VAT) 

Preparation:  Participants bring computer notebooks to workshop 

Contact:   coachchairat@yahoo.com     Tel. 082 445 4546
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